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CAUSAL INFERENCE

l

l

Emerging Risk Factor Collaboration JAMA 2009

High LDL and low HDL cholesterol
levels are associated with
increased risk of heart disease
Are these cholesterol levels causal
for MI risk?
–

Can we decrease MI risk by
decreasing LDL cholesterol,
and/or by increasing HDL
cholesterol?

–

Essential question for medicine !

CAUSAL INFERENCE

l

Causality difficult or impossible to get from
observational studies
-

Observed correlation does not mean causation
-

-

l

Confounders (unmeasured variables that affect
the outcome AND the putative effect)

Reverse causation (outcome affects the putative
effect)

Randomized clinical trials are the gold standard
-

But expensive, take long time and not always
possible (smoking & lung cancer)

MENDELIAN RANDOMIZATION (MR)
l

l
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I want to know whether by decreasing LDL-C level
risk of heart disease is decreased
I know from a lipid GWAS that individuals that carry
a minor allele of SNP ‘S' have on average lower levels
of LDL than others
Are carriers of minor allele at SNP ‘S' protected from
heart disease?
-

Why is there no reverse causation?

-

Under which assumption is there no confounding?

ASSUMPTIONS OF MR
SNP,
(“Instrumental
variable”)

X

Modifiable
Exposure

U

Confounders

E
Y

Outcome

1. X is associated with E
2. X is independent of U
3. X is independent of Y given E and U

e.g.
X is a lipid SNP
E is HDL-C level
Y is heart event
U is diet
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Background: High plasma HDL cholesterol is associated with reduced risk of
myocardial infarction, but whether this association is causal is unclear. Exploiting
the fact that genotypes are randomly assigned at meiosis, are independent of nongenetic confounding, and are unmodified by disease processes, mendelian
randomisation can be used to test the hypothesis that the association of a plasma
biomarker with disease is causal.
Methods: We performed two mendelian randomisation analyses. First, we used as
an instrument a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the endothelial lipase
gene (LIPG Asn396Ser) and tested this SNP in 20 studies (20 913 myocardial
infarction cases, 95 407 controls). Second, we used as an instrument a genetic
score consisting of 14 common SNPs that exclusively associate with HDL
cholesterol and tested this score in up to 12 482 cases of myocardial infarction
and 41 331 controls. As a positive control, we also tested a genetic score of 13
common SNPs exclusively associated with LDL cholesterol.

VOIGHT ET AL. 2012 LANCET

Association of LIPG Asn396Ser with
myocardial infarction in 116,320
participants from 20 studies. In each
study, the HDL-cholesterol-raising
serine allele was modelled.

VOIGHT ET AL. 2012 LANCET

Odds ratio (95% CI) per
SD increase in plasma
lipid based on
observational
epidemiology

Odds ratio (95% CI)
per SD increase in
plasma lipid conferred
by genetic score

LDL
1·54 (1·45–1·63)
cholesterol

2·13 (1·69–2·69), p=2e−10

HDL
0·62 (0·58–0·66)
cholesterol

0·93 (0·68–1·26), p=0·63

Both have clear observational association with MI,
but only LDL-C has evidence of causality from genetics

VOIGHT ET AL. 2012 LANCET
• In summary, our results showed that polymorphisms related to
plasma LDL cholesterol were consistently associated with risk of
myocardial infarction, whereas this was not the case for variants
related to plasma HDL cholesterol.
• A polymorphism in the endothelial lipase gene and a genetic score of
14 common SNPs that specifically raised HDL cholesterol were not
associated with myocardial infarction, suggesting that some genetic
mechanisms that raise HDL cholesterol do not lower risk of
myocardial infarction.
• Hence, interventions (lifestyle or pharmacological) that raise plasma
HDL cholesterol cannot be assumed ipso facto to lead to a
corresponding benefit with respect to risk of myocardial infarction.

DO ET AL. 2013 NATURE GENETICS
Triglycerides and HDL-C and
LDL-C highly correlated and
SNPs affect several traits
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Mendelian randomisation
assumptions are not met

With many SNPs we can regress
the effect on the outcome (here
CAD) on the effects on TG, HDL
and LDL and see which are
relevant predictors in the JOINT
model

DO ET AL. 2013 NATURE GENETICS

DO ET AL. 2013 NATURE GENETICS

• In summary, we use common polymorphisms and employ a
statistical framework to dissect causal influences among a
set of correlated biomarkers. By applying this framework
to a correlated set of plasma lipid measures and CAD risk,
we suggest a causal role of triglyceride-rich lipoproteins in
the development of CAD.
• (See Notes 11 for this analysis.)

